
Customer 
Government of Gabon.

Partner 
Magal Security Systems Ltd.

Customer Requirements 
Secure the African Cup Championship Games.

The Solution
RADWIN 5000 Point-to-Multipoint and RADWIN 2000 Point-to-Point 
wireless systems in the 3.5GHz and 5GHz bands were chosen to help 
secure the African Cup Championship Games.

RADWIN’s Point-to-Multipoint and Point-to-Point systems relayed 
real-time HD video from cameras installed within the stadium, the 
Olympic Village and surrounding roads  back to the central command 
center.

The high-quality footage enabled security personnel to monitor the 
safety and security of the athletes, visitors, dignitaries and media 
members who attended the games and rapidly detect and respond 
to unfolding events and potential threats.

Government of Gabon Chooses RADWIN’s PtP 
& PtMP Systems for Mission-Critical Video 
Surveillance Transmission

Securing the African Cup 
Championship Games

Case Study: 

“RADWIN’s wireless systems deliver video in real-time 
and with excellent quality. They ensured the safety of 
athletes and spectators during this major sports event.”

Eitan Livneh, President & CEO
Magal Security Systems Ltd.

Video Surveillance for Security & Public Safety
GABON case study



The Results
RADWIN’s wireless surveillance network enabled the government of 
Gabon to achieve the following results:

»» Ensure the security of athletes and visitors who attended the 
African Cup Championship Games

»» Keep the peace during a mega event which drew crowds in the 
hundreds of thousands

»» Monitor all areas from one control center and augment the reach 
of local police forces

»» Increase detection and response times via live video transmission

About RADWIN
RADWIN is a leading provider of sub-6 GHz wireless Point-to-Point and Point-
to-Multipoint solutions that deliver voice, video and data with unmatched 
high-capacity for long ranges. Deployed in over 150 countries, RADWIN’s 
solutions power applications including backhaul, broadband access, private 
network connectivity, video surveillance transmission as well as wireless 
broadband in motion.

Why RADWIN
»» Systems deliver actionable surveillance 

information with high image quality in 
real-time

»» Flexibility to deploy links in any area 
where surveillance is needed

»» Highest capacity for video streams, 
enabling positive identification of 
individuals 

»» Fast set up times - Wireless eliminates 
the need to lay cable or dig trenches

»» Uninterrupted transmission, even 
in urban zones where there are 
obstructions to direct line-of-sight 

»» Dedicated bandwidth per camera site 
with RADWIN 5000 PtMP 

»» Extremely reliable & robust network 
- zero video “hiccups” or network 
downtime 
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